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[***PUBLISHER'S NOTE: Please check your Kindle device before purchasing as not all Kindle

devices will read this fixed mobipocket formatted ebook. We have worked extensively to format this

ebook for the Kindle Fire Tablet (KF8), including a new and improved Regional Magnification option

whereby readers can open a 'pop up' magnification of the text and images should they be too small

to read with clarity. However, other Kindle e-readers, Kindle APPs for iOS and Android, or

Kindle-4-PC/Mac will not give the same quality or standard of reading. By purchasing this ebook you

hereby acknowledge that ONLY Kindle Fire (KF8) tablets are suitable for reading this ebook.***

]Imagine an orchestra in your brain. It plays all kinds of harmonious melodies, then pain comes

along and the different sections of the orchestra are reduced to a few pain tunes. All pain is real.

And for many people it is a debilitating part of everyday life. It is now known that understanding

more about why things hurt can actually help people to overcome their pain. Recent advances in

fields such as neurophysiology, brain imaging, immunology, psychology and cellular biology have

provided an explanatory platform from which to explore pain. In everyday language accompanied by

quirky illustrations, Explain Pain discusses how pain responses are produced by the brain: how

responses to injury from the autonomic motor and immune systems in your body contribute to pain,

and why pain can persist after tissues have had plenty of time to heal. Explain Pain aims to give

clinicians and people in pain the power to challenge pain and to consider new models for viewing

what happens during pain. Once they have learnt about the processes involved they can follow a

scientific route to recovery. About the Authors: Dr Lorimer Moseley is Professor of Clinical

Neurosciences and the Inaugural Chair in Physiotherapy at the University of South Australia,

Adelaide, where he leads research groups at Body in Mind as well as with Neuroscience Research

Australia in Sydney. Dr David Butler is an international freelance educator, author and director of the

Neuro Orthopaedic Institute, based in Adelaide, Australia. Both authors continue to publish and

present widely.
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I should have read the one-star review prior to purchasing the Kindle version. Absolutely terrible

formatting as it is a PDF or picture with such small print I was unable to read it and apparently CAN

NOT return this book.  needs to fix this formatting issue. I have hundreds of kindle books and have

not come across anything like this--there are more white space than words (see picture below).This

review is not for the content of the book.

Agree with all other 1-star reviews. HORRIBLE FORMATTING. Just wasted $20. Explain that pain.

DO NOT PURCHASE THE KINDLE VERSION - This book is impossible to read in the kindle

version - even with high resolution and with +2.50 reading glasses or hand held device to enlarge

the print - it is impossible to read this extremely small print as the book itself is VERY SMALL and

the font size adjustment is not an option on this book.

The Kindle version is not readable. There is a disclaimer but unfortunately I did not see it before I

purchased the book. It is so bad that they really should not even offer it as a Kindle edition.

However, the content of the book is quite good as I borrowed the book from my physical therapist

after obtaining my unreadable version.

The written spiral bound version is great 5 STARS. THE KINDLE VERSION IS 0 STARS. THE

KINDLE VERSION IS TERRIBLE. THE TABLE OF CONTENTS DOES NOT WORK CORRECTLY.



THE PAGE CANNOT BE ENLARGED. THE KINDLE VERSION PRINT IS TOO SMALL FOR

READING. DO NOT BUY THE KINDLE VERSION UNTIL THEY FIX IT. THE SPIRAL BOUND IS

WORTH THE MONEY. I WAS HOPING THE KINDLE VERSION WOULD BE AVAILABLE FOR

PATIENTS. I AM TERRIBLY DISAPPOINTED.  YOU NEED TO LOOK AT THIS ITEM. why are you

still selling the kindle version and stealing money from customers. That edition unless it has been

fixed is not readable.

It's NOT a kindle version but rather a pdf (with tiny tiny tiny print....). Impossible to read on a phone

or tablet. Come on ...really?

I suffer from CRPS. I now understand what's happening to me and how to change it. I had no idea

how complex, yet simple, my condition is and how I can systematically improve my prognosis. I' m

currently reading and following the Graded Motor Imagery Handbook and making progress. I got the

e-version of Explain Pain on my Kindle. The only problem I had is that I couldn't enlarge the font like

I can with all other books. The font was very small and hard to read. I'd recommend getting the

physical book.

The kindle version of this book is a PDF. It is impossible to read and I can't return. I'm trying to

contact  cause this was a rip. Thumbs down don't buy Kindle version. I heard the content is good so

maybe a hard copy is best bet.
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